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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbreviation tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or mil Time _____ ___ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per houL _____ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
W Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec? 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, fr p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL = ~ 
. q 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CDO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD/=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CDP=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
Q 
n 
R 
a 
E 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of sLabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dimen-
J.I. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 
mph, standard pressure at 15° C, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 935,400; or for 
an airfoil of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of atLack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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FUNDAMENTAL EFFECTS OF AGING ON CREEP PROPERTIES OF SOLUTION-TREATED 
LOW-CARBON N-155 ALLOY l 
By D. N. FREY, J. W. FREE MA I , and A. E. WHIT E 
U lMARY 
A method is developed whereby the fundamental mechanism 
a1'e inve tigated by which processing , heat treatment, and chem-
i cal composition control the propertie of alloys at high temp 1'-
ature . Thi method uses metallograph~c examination- both 
optical and lectronic-studie of X-ray d~t!raction-line widths, 
inten itie , and lattice pCLrameter , and ha1'dness . urvpys to 
",valuate fundam ental structural conditw n . lvIechanical prop-
ertie at high temperature ate then mea ured and correlated 
with these measured structural conditions. 
In accordance with thi method, a tudy was made of the 
fundamental mechanism by which aging controlled the hort-
time creep and rupture propertie of solution-treated low-carbon 
N - 155 alloy at 1200° F. The te t tock was olution-treated 
at 2200° F for 10 hours, water-quenched, and aged f01' time 
period up to 1000 hours at 1200°, 1400°, and 1600° F. 
{Yorrelation oj the structuml e..t!ect of aging with the mechan-
ical propertie indicated that aging had the following effect on 
olution-treated low-carbon - 155 alloy: 
(1) Aging 1'esulted in progre ive lowering of short-time creep 
resi tance through Temoval from olid solution oj large-radius 
or sub ti tutional atoms by precipitation. 
(2 ) hort-t~me aging re ulted in marked increase in hort-
tune rupture strength thTough the growth oj a gmin boundary 
phase which eliminated intergranular cracking. Long-t~me 
aging resulted i n li ttle further change in short-time ruptuTe 
strength. 
(3) Because aging lowered the cr ep re istance while raising 
the ruptu1'e strength, aged material exhibited greater ducti lity 
before fracture than unaged material. 
Calculations are carried out to how the probable character of 
the train field induced in the solution-treated state by the 
pre ence oj the large-mdiu atoms- molybdenum, tungsten, ancl 
columbium- and the substitutional atom '- ni trogen and carbon. 
The effect of this strain field on the creep Tesi tance is also 
con ide red quantitatively. 
These findings , however, should not be con irlered generally 
applicable to long-time strength, to strength at other tempera-
tU1'e , or to the ame alloy ~n other cond~tion& of treatment. I n 
order to develop a general theory oj high-tempemtuTe trength, 
additional data on other alloys and on the same alloy in tha 
other conditi ons will have to be gathered. 
I TRODUCTIO 
This report covel' the fu'st part of a continu ing inve tiga-
tion into the fundamental behavior at high temp ratme 
of austenitic alloy de igned for u e in aircraft propul ion 
y tern. Previou inve tigation (c. g. , ('e reference 1) has 
hown in part the efreoL of prior proeessina and heaL-
treatment condition on Lhe high-tempera Lure proper Lies of 
low-carbon N - 155 alloy and variou other au teni tic high-
lemperatme alloys. In order to develop beLLer and practi-
cable alloy on a cientifie ba i , to utilize criLical materials 
to the fullest po ible extent, and to point out logical method 
of production control for uniform propel' tie , more knowledge 
mu t be gained of the fundamental rca ons for the high-
temperature behavior of au Lenitic high-temperature alloys. 
The ba ic as umption of the investigation was that the 
behavior of certain alloy at high temperature i dependent 
on their microstru ture and Lhe lattice condition of the 
matrix. The experimental program wa therefore de igned 
to mea ure fir t these two charaeteri tics of one alloy, low-
arbon - 155, a influenced by heat treatment, chemical 
composition, and expo ure Lo tempemtme and stres . Op-
tical- and electron-microscope techniques and eparation 
and analysis of microconstituents were u eel to defin 
structw'al conditions. The lattice condition of the matrix, 
particularly the strain pre nt, were mea ured by X-ray 
clifl'raction technique . econd, the creep and rupture prop-
ertie , corresponding to th e e structw'al condition , were 
e tablished. Third, these data were then correlated and 
interpreted u ing the fundamental of physics of solid and 
pIa tic flow to a gr at an extent a possible. 
It wa felt that by concentrating at fu· t wholly on on 
particular alloy, Lhe Lhorough under Landing thu gained 
ould be be t generalized for extension 1,0 oLhe1' alloy. 
The experimental variation which nece arily had to be 
overed require a prohibitive amount of worl<: for even two 
alloys. Low-carbon - 155 alloy was chos n primarily 
becau e it was a repre entative alloy 01' a type imporLant in 
the aircraft propul ion fielel. In addition, there wa a eOll-
iderable background of experimental data for thi alloy 
which would be of value \'0 th inve tigation. 
This report pre enL Lhe r c ult obtained Lo claL on bar-
stock material, solution-Lreated at 2200° F for 10 hour and 
aged £01' time periods up to 1000 homs at 1200°, 1400°, 
and 1600° F. The creep an 1 ruptme lata were confined to 
short time periods at 1200° F lmder a restricted stre range. 
1 upcrscdes N ACA T N 19·10, " Fundamental E ITects of Agi ng on reep P ropert ies of 
Solution- 'rreated Low- Carbon N - 155 Alloy" by D. N. Frey, J. W . Freeman, and A. E. 
White, 1949. 
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This is, therefore, in the nature of a report on the tech nique 
developed and progre made to date. A large amount of 
additional experimental work InU t be done before all tem-
peratures, stre es, and time periods of interest are related 
to the structural conditions of the alloy resulting from the 
wide range of possibl e prior treatment. 
The investigation i par t of a research program on heat-
re istant alloys for aircraft propul ion sy terns conducted at 
the Engineering Research In titute of the Univer ity of 
Michigan under tbe spon or hip and wi th the financial as-
i tance of the at ional Advi ory Committee for Aero -
nau tics. 
TES T MATERIAL 
Low-carbon - 155 alloy bar tock wa used in this investi-
gation. I t represents part of the complete product of one 
ingot of heat A- I726 rolled into the %-inch broken-corner 
quare sLock. Each bar from the ingo t wa numbered 0 
Lhat its position relative to the original ingot was known. 
The particular material con idered herein came from the 
center of the ingot. 
The compo ition of heat A- 1726 repor ted by the upplicr 
i Ii ted as follow , together with the re ul ts of the analy i 
by the university of the bar from the cen ter of the particular 
ingot being con idered: 
(a) As rolled . 
Source of analysis 
C Mn 
----
up p1ier's heat a na l· 
ys is . _______ __ ____ __ 0. 13 1. 63 0. 42 
Bar from center 0 1 
ingot (Univ . 01 
Mich.) .... . ..... .. . . 133 I. 43 .34 
C hemica l composition 
(percent) 
Cr N i Co M o W Cb N 
--- ---------- - --
21. 22 19. 00 19. 70 2. 90 2. 61 O. 4 0. 13 
20. 73 I .92 19. 65 3. 05 I. 98 . 98 . 14 
The appendix gives the complete proces ing chedule re-
ported for the i.ngot of heat A- I726 from which the test 
stock was taken. 
Prior to u e, the tock for thi inve tigation wa olution-
treated 10 hours at 2200° F and water-quenched. The 
olution treatment was made unusually long for the purpose 
of distributing the precipitant atoms randomly in the matrix 
and so that internal strain , due to the prior working of the 
material, would be reduced to a very low level. 
~Ioderate grain growth took place over the major portion 
of the bar crO ection during the lO-hour treatment, but, 
on two diagonally oppo i e cornel' pronounced growth t.oo], 
place. A hardnes survey of the as-rolled bar tock showed 
the average hardne across on diagonal to be higher than 
acros the other; from thi the conelu ion may be drawn that 
the rolling operation had worked the bar acrOs one diagonal 
preferentially . All mechanical te ting an 1 phy ical mea ure-
I 
_ / ..,A. , 
(b) olution·trcated 10 hou rs at 22000 F, water·quenchcd , a nd aged l hour a t 14000 F. 
f"IGU Il E I.- T ypical m icrostructu res 0 1 heat A- I726 ollow·carbon 1\'-155 a lloy. Small·grained area. Cross sections 0 1 bar, X 100. Electrolyt icall y etr hed in 10 p<'rccn t chromic acid . 
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men ts were restricted to the fine-grained ection of the bar 
stock. Figure 1 shows representativ tructures of the cro s 
section of the bar stock a rolled and after the 10-hour 
olution treatment. 
EXP ERIME TAL P ROCEDURES 
The general procedure was to age the olution-treated 
tock at elected temperature and time periods and then to 
carry out the microstructul'al tudie and X-ray diffraction 
measurement in order to establish the tructural charac-
teri tics resulting from the aging treatment. The strength 
properties resulting from the aging treatments were mea ured 
for short time periods at 1200° F. The e experiment were 
intended to establish the relation hip between short-time 
cr ep and rupture properties and nucleation, precipitation, 
and precipita e particle size and distribution during aging. 
The d tail of t he experimental procedures are de cribed 
in the followi ng sections. 
AG I G 
Aging treatments were carried out at 1200°, 1400°, and 
1600° F for time periods of 1, 10, 100, and 1000 hour and 
such other intermediate t imes as became necc sary. The 
ample were heated in mall automatically controlled 
muffle furnaces in an air atmo phere. The e furnace were 
at temperature when samples were placed in them and the 
time period of heating wa con idered started after the 
specimens had been in the furnace for X hour. After aging, 
all samples were air-cooled. ufficient stock was aged at 
each condition for the microstructural, X-ray, and mechan-
ical tests. 
OPTI CAL-MI CROS COPE STUDIES 
After aging, the individual samples "were ground on a C1'OSS-
sectional face, poli hed with No . 1 emery cloth, os. 1, 1/0, 
2/0, and 3/0 emery paper , tran ferred to a cloth disk, polL hed 
using a commercial chromium buffing compound, and fin-
i heel on a Gamal w t wheel ; they were then elcctrolyLically 
(b) Aftcr removal of 0.0015 inch of metal. 
-~ . -
... = = -
--
I- . - - -
--.~ -
= 
-- .... 
--= -
- -
-
-
(e) After removal;of 0.010 inch of metal. (d) After removal of 0.01; inch of metal. 
FIGUIlE 2.- DifTraction patterns showing removal by electrolytic polishing of cold-worked surface on low-carbon N-155 alloy solu tion-treated 10 hours at 2200° 1<' and walcr-qucnched. 
Unfiltered mOlybdenum radiation (55 kv)_ 
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et heel [or 5 econds in 10 percent chromic acid at 1 ampere 
per quare inch. After tudy under a microscope, 1'epre-
en tative photomicrographs were taken of each ample at 
1000 diameters under sligh tly oblique illumination. 
ELECTRON-MICROSCOPE STUDI ES 
In order to obtain electron micrographs from meLallo-
graphic sample, replicas which will tran mit the electron 
sl ream mu t be pI' pared of thc urface. For the investio-a-
lion reported herein, Fonnvar replica were prepa reel ac-
cording to the technique outlined in reference 2. The melal-
loo-raphic surfaces from which the e replicas were prepared 
,,-ere the same poli hed and etched urfaces photographed 
opLically. The replicas ( had ow-cast with chromium) we re 
then mounted in an RCA Moclel B electro n microscope and 
photograph taken at approximately 3000X. Enlarg m n L 
to 8500X was done photographically. 
X-RA Y STUDI E 
Sample preparation.·-A great. deal o[ difficulty with 
variable and unreproducible diffraction data wa initiallyen-
countered. The difficul Ly was found to be due to both 
mechanically disturbed metal surface and unrandom grain 
orientation. Eventually the development of the following 
techniq ue produced result ufficien tly free from these diffi -
cul ties for this investigation: 
(1) A layer of metal 0.020 inch thick was eleeLrolytieally 
removed from the surface of all amples which were u cd for 
X-ray analysis. The amount of metal which had to be re-
moved in order to get below Lhe arLificially trained urfaces 
produced by a cut-off wheel, by grinding, or a a result of 
metallographie polishing wa determined by X-ray diffraction 
pattern of the type shown by figure 2 and made by the ap-
paratus illustrated in figure 3. The patterns in figul'e 2, 
taken from a surface initially ground, show the emergence 
of the reflections of the individual grain and finally re olu-
tion of the 1X[1X2 doublet of the molybdenum K radiation with 
inerea ing depth of metal removal. The amount of urface 
removal hown in figure 2 as nece sary to obtain a train-
free surface was typical for all sample u cd. 
F IGL' HE 3. Sectional schcmatic d ia~rnm of CX l)crimcntal setup for stud ying surfa('('s o f 
polish d sa mplcs . 
In oreler to maintain a urfac that wa fla t during th 
electrolytic metal removal, a pecial cell wa designed as 
hOW11 in figure 4. It consisled e entially of a 250-cubic-
centimeter cylindrical contain l' with a copper plate on the 
FI GU RE 4.- "leCLroll'Lic cell for f ross meLal remo val, X ~2 . 
bottom a a cathode. This plat wa conn Lcd Lo the mce 
of CUlTent by a lead Llu'ough a gla -Ill tal cal. About one-
half way up the cell, a watch glass containing a ~/ -inch hole 
was mounted horizonlally. The Illetal ample acting a the 
anode was mounLed }~ inch above the hole with the polished 
urface facing Lhe hole. Thi hole acted to distribute the 
lIlTent evenly over the Ys-inch- quarc urface at this dis-
tance, and tbu a plane surface was maintained luring metal 
removal. Water- ooling was u ed to prevent piLling asso-
ciated with electrolyte tempcratme above 100 0 
The most sati factory electrolyte wa experimentally found 
to be a mL"Xture of one-third concentrated hydrochloric acid 
(37 percent) and two-third glycerin. Thi mL\:tme had the 
be t current efficiency, approximately 0.0000625 inch of 
metal removed p r ampere-minute at amp 1'e per quare 
inch, without exce ive pitting. A quantity of 200 cubic 
centimeter of thi olution was sufficient for 6 to 10 sample. 
Pitting OCCUlTed when the metal ion concentration became 
too hio-h. Phosphoric acid and glycerin combination gave 
good polished urface, but had low current efficiencies. 
ulfmic acid and glycerin mL"Xture caused pa ivation; 
mL"Xtures of chTomic acid or hydrofluoric acid with glycerin 
left the surface badly pitted. 
(2) Aft I' the gros metal removal of step (J), the smface 
wa given a high poli h u ing undiluted Du Pont electro-
polishing olution for 5 minutes at 5 ampere p l' quare inch. 
l1etal removal in Lhi tep " -as negligible. The imple cell 
con isting of a b alccr with a copper plate in the botLom 
was uscd for Lhi tep. No water-cooling wa necessary. 
Of several other lectrolyte tried for Lhis tep , only a mi.xture 
of 40 percent phosphoric acid and 60 perc nt glycerin wa 
nearly as atisfactory a the Du Pont solution. 
(3) After urface preparation, diffracLion patterns w re 
taken with the pecimen either rotating Or 0 cillating in the 
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X-ray beam. The grain ize of the low-carbon N - 155 speci-
men u ed was too large to present an effectively random dis-
tribution in the X-ray beam when the pecimen was station-
ary. By moving the pecimen llllder the beam during the 
time the diffraction pattern was being taken , a number of 
grain were pre ented to th beam in an effort to make the 
pecimen approximately one of random grain orientation. 
In the ca e of line inten ity mea urement on a N orelco 
pectrometer , a pecimen holder wa designed and built 
which ro tated the pecimen at approximately 17 rps. 
Care wa taken to in ure that the plane of poli h wa per-
pendicular to the axis of pin. In the case of line width 
m a urement , the specimen were 0 cillated ± 10° a bout an 
axi which was normal to the incoming X -ray beam, but par-
allel to the film. Finally, in making lattice-parameter 
measurements, the specimen were rotated at about 2 rp , 
with the axi of rotation parallel with, but offset from, the 
axi of the X-ray beam. 
Diffraction-line peak-intensity studies . - The tudi es of 
diffraction-line peak inten ity were confined to the [U1] line 
of the austenite matrL,(, this line being the strongest line and 
within the range of the orelco spectrometer. Copper 
KO'I 0'2 radiation was used. Plots of the [U1] line obtained 
with thi spectrometer and an automatic recorder were meas-
ured graphically for peak heio-ht. Becau e the ba ic meas-
ur men t needed was the line height of a given aged sample 
relative to unaged material, an unaged sample wa run 
alternately with each aged ample. 
Check of the r eproducibility of the [U1}-line measure-
ment were made by the following pro edure : 
(1) The unaged solution-treated ample, used a a stand-
ard of compari on, wa taken twice through the lll·face-
preparation step \.vith , ho\vever , removal of only an addi-
tional 0.0025 inch of metal the second time. After taking 
the [U1]-line height from the fir t surface, the X-ray tube 
and counter ci.rcuit were left on during the repoli hing. 
The [lll]-line measurements were immediately taken from 
the econd sUTface and found to check within the acc uracy 
of tb pectrometer. This urface wa carefully preserved 
and u ed a a tandard for ubsequent mea urement on 
aged samples. 
(2) The samples aged at 1200° and 1600 ° F were al ter-
nately mea ured for [U1]-line peak inten ity against the 
standard and r epoli hed for a minimum of two and a maxi-
mum of six times . Between succe sive mea urement 
0.0025 inch of metal was r emoved. This was ufficient 
depth to bring up a new set of grain , ince the average o-rain 
size of the sample u ed was approximately 0.001 inch. 
(3) D e pite the precaution , some catter wa till found 
in the measm ements . In an effort to redu ce this scatter, 
all the duplicate measurements on the sample aged at 
1400° F were carried out on the arne urface of each sample. 
The e measurements were made on this urface with a 1-
millimeter lateral shift in the holder b · tween each run 0 
that a new spot on the surface was covered by the X-ray 
beam each t ime. Two and usually three such measurements 
were made on each ample. 
Diffraction-lin e width studies. - Line inten ity sLudie on 
the [111] line of the low-carbon - 155 matrix with the 
Norelco spectrometer revealed no evidence of line broad-
ening at any tage of the aging process . A a further earch 
for broadening effect, a photographic back-I" flection tech-
nique was cho en in order to take advantage of th increa ed 
resolving power in the back-reflection region. In addition, 
chromium radiation wa u ed to eliminate, in part, £luore -
cence of the ample. Attention \Va cen tered on the highe t-
order line of the au tenite matrL,( obtainable wiLh Lbe 
chromium radiation, the [220] lin (at a difIracLion angle, 
0= 65°) resul ting from the KO' IiX2 wave length. In order to 
record thi line photographically, the amples were mounted 
at the center of a 20- entimeter ci.rcular camera with tbe 
irradiated area being 0 cillated ± 10 ° about an axi perpen-
dicular to bo th the incoming X-ray beam and a diameter of 
the camera. Microphotometer recording of the film show-
ing the [220] 0'10'2 doublet were then made and th e width of 
the 0'1 line determined at half peak inten ity by graphical 
mean . To correct for the pre ence of the 0'2 line, the width 
were actually mea ured as half width on the side of the 0'1 
line away from the 0'2 line, the di.vi ion being a perpendicular 
through the apparent O'l peak. While more rigorou method 
ar e available to correct for the presence of the 0'2 line, it i 
felt that the differ nces betw en them and the method 
actually used are of second order and that the accuracy of 
th e rest of the technique did not warrant uch corrections. 
Care \Va taken to make certain that the den ity range of 
th e ai-line recording lay within the linear-den ity and 
logarithmic-inten ity range of the film. The mi.cropho tom-
eter data were also corrected to read intensity against dif-
fraction angle before broadening measurement were made. 
olTection for broadening due to all sources other than lattice 
strain wa done by the method originally put forth by Warren 
(see reference 3) u ing unaged solution-treated low-carbon 
- 155 a a tandard. It hould be noted then that the 
line-broadening r e ults are relative to the unaged material. 
Lattice parameters.- Lattice parameters were measured 
with a Sachs and Weert type camera using copper KO' l0'2 
radiation. The ample were mounted ·with the prepared 
plane mface perpendicular to the incoming X-ray beam 
and rotated abo ut an axi parallel with and slightly to one 
side of the axis of the X-ray beam. On the irradiated ur-
face a light film of a mixture of mineral oil and chemically 
precipitated ilver powder wa placed . With the copper 
KO' l0'2 radiation used, two lines, among others, were photo-
graphically r ecorded, the [420] lines of th au Lenite matl-LX 
of low-carbon - 155 (at 0= 75° ) and the [333] lines of the 
ilver (at 0= 7 0). F rom the measured pacing of the ilver 
[333] lines and a lattice parameter of 4.077 A for the ilver , 
the camera-to-film di tance wa calculated for each exposure. 
With this calculated di tance (which averaged approximately 
10 cm) and measurement of the low-carbon - 155 [420]-
line pacing, the laLtice parameter for each of the variou 
aged ample of solu tion-treated low-carbon - 155 was 
calculated . The absolute accuracy of these calculated pa-
rameters was not e tabli hed, but the rela tive error wa 
estimated to be ±0.0005 A. 
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HARDNESS SURVEYS 
Hardne s survey were made on the variou sample with 
a Brinell machine using a 10-millimeter ball and a 3000-
kilogram load. Two impre ions were made on each sample, 
on planes which were originally transverse planes of the bar 
tock . Two perpendicular diameter of each impre sion 
were measured, and the resulting four reading were averaged 
and converted to the Brinell hardness number. 
CREEP MEASUREME TS 
For the m easurement of reep, 0.250-inch-diameter peci-
mens were prepared with the axi of each specimen corre-
sponding to the original axis of the bar tock. For the 
majority of tests the gage section was IH inches long term i-
nated at each end with a Ys-inch radius to the shoulder which 
in turn was Yz inch in diameter. Through the houlder , 
0.100-inch-diameter hole were diametrically drilled in 
which Chromel pin were driven. A modified Marten ex-
tensometer was attached to the e pin for mea Ul'ement of 
thc exten ion under load. The least r eading of t his exten-
omeLcr and a ociated tcle cope and ca.le was 10- 5 inch. 
For an additional check again t the accuracy of e tension 
measurements obtained in this manner, duplicate te t were 
run at the 60,000-psi stre level on samples aged at 1400 ° 
F and a different extensometer ystem was used. Here the 
amples had a gage length of ] }~ inches terminated at each 
end wi tha }~-inchradius to a %-inch-diametershould er threaded 
its entire length . Collars were then threaded onto these 
houlcler , down to the }~-inch radii , and locked in place 
with etscr ews. The extensometer system, in t UTn , was 
upended from these collar with the use of pins mounted 
in the collars. T emperatures were controlled to ± 5° F 
throughout the tests and the temperatme differences along 
the gage length held to ± 30 F. The fmnaces u cd were 
electrical-resi tance type plit along a transverse ection at 
the center for ease of control of the uniformity of the gage-
length temperature. Load was applied to the specimen 
through a beam y tern with a mechanical advantage of 23. 
In all te ts the furnace wa brought to the proper operating 
temperature before placing tb e specimen in it. The speci-
men was allowed to come to thermal equilibrium for an 
averaae period of 1% hours during which tim e minor controller 
and temperatme-uniformi ty adj u tments were also made. 
At the expiration of the average period of l}~ hours, the peci-
men wa loaded. It wa felt that in this way, modification 
of the known initial structure of the specimen in the creep 
testing equipment prior to loading wa held to a minimum. 
Thu , the hort-time creep characteri tics found , it is felt, 
truly repre ent the creep characteristics of the known initial 
tructmes without appreciable modification by time at the 
te t temperatme. 
Two stresses were u ed in creep testing, 30,000 and 60,000 
psi , and one temperature, 1200° F. The 30,000-p i tre s 
wa approximately the highe t possible without exces ive 
plastic deformation upon loading. The higher stress was 
used to determin e how the stress level affected the conclu-
ions concerning the effect of aging on creep resistance at 
30,000 p i. 
The creep tests were run for an average of 50 hours pro-
vided fracture had not occurred. The e to t were restricted 
to 50 hours in orelol' to obtain creep propertie a characteri-
tic as po ibl of the known initial structure and not the 
properties of the known initial str Lletur plus modification 
induced by time at the te t temperature. At the end of 50 
how-s, all the te t covered herein had reached the o-called 
" econd tage" of creep , with a rea onably teady creep rate, 
or had fractured. The creep rates reported are either the e 
econd-stage rate at 50 hours or the minimum ra tes occurring 
before fractures. It is obviou then that complete evalua-
tion of decrea ing econdary r ate wa not carried out. 
RUPTURE TESTl G 
Rupture testing wa carried out in three units. The tests 
under stre se above 60 ,000 psi were run in a hydraulic 
tensile machine equipped with a tran versely plit electric-
re istance furnace. The load was held con tant during the 
test to within ± 1 peI'cen t with the rate of initial loading of 
the specimens approximately 50,000 psi per minute and com-
parable with the rate of loading of the more conven tional 
rupture te ts. T emperature control and uniformity over 
the gage length were the ame a for the cr eep est . peci-
men for the e tc ts were obtained by longi tu linal quartering 
of the original %-inch- quare bar tock and using only those 
corner of the original bar which were uniformly fine-grained. 
Gage lengths 1% inehe long by 0.250 inch in diameter, ter-
minated at the ends in X-inch radii to Y -inch threads, were 
machined in the e quarter ections. 
T e ts at 60,000 p i were imply the creep te t carried to 
rupture. T e ts at stresse Ie than 60,000 p i were run in 
conventional beam-loaded ruptw-e uni ts with one-piece 
electric furnace and with temperature control and uni-
formity comparable with those of the o ther rupture and 
creep tests . pecimen form \Va the same a that u ed for 
the rupture te ts in the hydraulic ten ile machine. 
RES LTS 
METALLOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION 
Figure 5 to 9 how the micrograph taken of the aged 
ample and the following description mnmarize the result : 
(1) Aging at 1200° F r esulted in little bu t the progre ive 
development of a distinct grain boundary con tituent which 
r esi ted etching. At aging period up to 10 hour , the 
boundary constituent was incomplete in that it did noL 
surround all the individual grains. At aging periods of 
1000 hour , the boundary con t ituen t ompletely sur-
rounded the grains and had become an approximately 0.5-
micron-wide band. After aging 1000 hoUl' , light precipi-
tation was ob ervable in the matrix near the grain boundarie . 
At 10,000 diameter, thi precipitate did not appeal' to be a 
distinct pha e with an interface but \Va urround ed by a 
concentration gradient a r evealed by a loping surface from 
the center of the precipi tate particles to the matri..~ proper 
as a r esult of etching . As postulated by I abarro (see 
reference 4) thi could indicate that appreciabl trains 
would exi t around ach uch particle becau e of the prob-
able difference in equilibrium lattice spacing between matrix 
and precipitate. 
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FIGURE g.- Electron micrographs o[ replicas, X 5OO,~prcpared [rom low-carbon N-155 a lloy solu tion-treated 10 hgurs at 22000 F, water-Quenched, and aged at 16000 F . 
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(2) Aging at 1400° F, resulted fu'st in the progre ive 
development of a grain boundary phase. Initially only a 
concentration gradient was pre ent at the boundary, as 
revealed by a sloping sW'face toward the grain boundary 
after etching. At 10 hoW's, the fu· t separate boundary-
phase particles appeared. At 100 hoW's, the boundary band 
wa approximately 0.8 micron wide and changed little in 
character with fW'ther aging. In addition to the grain-
boundary r eaction, general matrix precipitation appeared 
after aging about 10 hour, fir t along the grain boundarie , 
and increased rapidly in number and size up to the longe t 
aginO' period u ed, 1000 hours. The particles at fu'st had 
concentration gradients W'rounding them; however, for 
aging times of approximately over 100 hoW's, no appreciable 
concentration gradient appeared around the precipitate 
particles but rather a definite inLerface was present. Average 
ize of the particles at 1000 hoW' was estimated vi ually to 
be 0.2 by 0.2 micron in the plane of polish and the particle 
were e timated to be paced an average of 1 micron apart. 
(3) Aging at 1600° F re ulted in almost the same type 
of reaction a at 1400° F with the exception that they were 
accelerated. The boundary phase, for example, appeared 
after aging for 1 hour. The precipitate size at the end of 
1000-hour aging wa estimated to average 0.7 by 0.7 micron 
in the plane of polish and the particles were estimated to be 
paced an average of 4 microns apart. D efinite interfaces 
were pre ent for each precipitate particle after aging times 
a short a 10 hoW' . 
X-RA Y STUDIES 
Line intensity studies.- FigW'e 10 and table 1 show the 
r esults of line intensity tudies on the lO-hour olution-
treated material when aged at 1200°, 1400°, and 1600° F. 
D ehlinger (reference 5) and sub equent author have con-
idered the effects that hort- and long-period lattice distor-
tions have on diffraction lines. In essence the conclusions 
1.2 
I. / 
\ 
are that short-period di turbances (10- 8 to 10- 6 em) re ult 
in reduction of line peak inten itie without appreciable 
broadening and that long-period disturbance (10-5 to 10- 4 
em) cau e line broadening with, however, the integrated 
intensity remaining con tanto Accordingly, the re ults of 
line peak-inten ity studies shown in table 1 could be inter-
preted, in the ab ence of line-broadening data, a either short-
period disturbance or long-period di turuance. If the 
latter were pre ent, however, b:'oadening should be the 
predominant effect. 
The two minimum for the material aged at 1200° F in 
figW'e 10 lead to the po ibility that two eparate processe 
were observed at 1200° F. Aging at 1400° or 1600° F 
apparently resulted in only one proce occW'ring at each 
temperature which decreased line peak inten ity. 
It will be noted that the scatter for the mea W'ement on 
material aO'ed at 1400° F wa approximately the arne a 
for the mca Ul'ements on material agecl at 1200° or 1600° F. 
Con idering the two methods of mea w'ement that were 
u ed, it is felt that the catter wa still du e to unrandom 
grain di tl'ibution despite rotation of the ample. Before 
quantitative calculations can be made with such line inten-
sity measUl'ements, additional method for allevia ting un-
random gl'l1in di tribution will have to b developed. Only 
qualitative conclusions are thus drawn from the inten ity 
data in this report. 
Matrix lattice-parameter measurements. - The measure-
ment of lattice parameter as a function of aging time at a 
particular temperatW'e can give direct evidence of whether 
the precipitate particles are still being nucleated, are grow-
ing by matrix depletion of the precipitate constituent atom, 
or are growing by agglomeration. Thi u efulne s of the 
parameter mea urements is predicated upon the po sibility 
of the I1vel'l1g l'I1dii of the atoms making up the precipitate 
being somewhat larger or smaller than the average radii of 
the matrix atom. If snch i the case, then precipitation 
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by matrLx depletion will re ult in a measurable decrease or 
increase in the lattice parameter. ucleation can be ascer-
tained if the lattice parameter remain constant for a period 
of time at a given temperature and then increases or de-
creases. Precipitate growth by agglomeration in turn can 
be noted when the parameter has reached a steady-state 
value after increasing or decreasing from the initial value 
and yet the precipitate particle continue to grow a evi-
denced by metallographic examination. 
The re ults of parameter mea urements on the solution-
treated and aged low- arbon 1 - 155 are howD. in figure 11-
In no ca e \Va the aging time sufficient to complete the 
precipitation r eaction by matrix depletion, because the 
lattice parameter did not reach a steady-state value. For 
this reason, the r ela tionship between the precipitate and 
matrix compositions and the temperature of aging was not 
definitely determined. It appears , however, that the pre-
cipitate obtained by aO'ing at 1400° and 1600° F could 
have been slightly different in composi tion, since the CUI've 
for the matrLx parameter approached steady-state values 
which were probably not quite the same. At the end of 
1000 hours, aging at 1200° F had re ulted in 0 little change 
in la ttice parameter that the only conclusion was that the 
major volume fraction of the material was never out of the 
llucleation stage. In addition, a long nucleation period was 
shown by the lack of marked parameter change for aging 
up to approximately 100 hours at 1400° F followed by 
precipitate growth through matrLx depletion. Only matrix 
depletion wa found when aging was done at 1600° F. 
Line width measurements.- Since D ehlinger (reference 5) 
had postulated that long-period lattice di tortion (of th 
type which could be a ociated with each of the mall pre-
cipitated particle revealed by the metalloO'raphic examina-
tion of ample after prolonged aging) would 1'e ult in line 
broadening, it wa decided to mea ure the line-broadening 
effect. The re ults of width measurements of the [111] 
line at 1J=22°, obtained from the orelco spectrometer 
plots, showed little effect becau e of lack of resolving power. 
Figure 12 shows the line width , expre ed in radians, ob-
tained from photometer plots of film recording of the [220] 
line at 1J=65° . The increased re olution in the back-
reflection region revealed that appreciable broadening ap-
peared only after long-time aging at 1400° F and that a 
smaller degree of broadening occurred rather quicldy when 
aging was done at 1600° F. 
One flu·ther point is of importance hore. The fact that 
the lattice parameter decrea ed with aging timo make it 
pos ible for a parameter distribution to be pre ent a are ult 
of concentration gradient being set up. Broad ning of the 
diffraction lines will ari e from this type of parameter dis-
tribution. Broadening could al 0 ari e from the elastic 
strains surrounding the precipitate particles, such ela tic 
strain being due to a difference in atomic spacings in the 
two lattices. Thus, the broadening data pre ente 1 here can 
be ascribed to two sources and unfortunately enough data 
are not at present on hand to separate the two effect. 
HA RD ESS MEASUREMENTS 
The harclnes survey was made to provid data for deter-
mining what internal condition give high hardne s. FigW'e 
13 shows the 1'e ults obtained on the olu tion- treated stock 
aged at 1200°, 1400°, and 1600° F. From figLU'O 13, it can 
be een that conventional aging behavior wa apparen tly 
followed; that is, the higher the aging temperature, the 
sooner the approach to a maximum hardness-the maximum 
hardness, however, incl'ea ing in value with decreasing aging 
temperature. Thi wa cer tainly true for aging at 1400° 
and 1600° F and probably true fo1' aging at 1200° F. 
CREEP P ROPE RTIES 
The purpo e of the creep and rupture te ting carried out 
on olution-treated and aged low-carbon N - 155 alloy wa to 
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FIGUIlE 13.- EITect of agin~ on hardness of low-carbon N-1 55 alloy solution-treated 10 hours at 2200° F and water·quenched. 
measure Lhe mechani cal behavior of samples used in the 
physical m easurements discussed previously . Figures 14 
and 15 and table 2 show the results of creep te ting. 
At the stress level of 30,000 psi (ng. ] 4), aging at 1600° F 
res ulted in a ra ther uniform increase in the secondary creep 
raLe. Aging at 1400° F for time periods up to a pproxi-
mately 10 hoW's resulted in little change in creep rate over 
the unaged material. For aging time period over 10 hour , 
the creep rate incr eased rather rapidly to approach that for 
the material aged at 1600° F . From the two te t run after 
aging 100 and 1000 houl's at 1200° F (100 ill: being ome-
whaL longer than the Lotal peri od of creep testing) it appeared 
that aging ftt 1200° F had li ttle effect on creep rate up to 
the longer aging period considered , 1000 hour , and then 
served only to re luce the creep resi tance ligh tly . 
'orne amb iguity was present in determining the creep rate 
and aging relationship for aging at 1400 ° F . However , in 
v iew of the maO'nitude of experimental errors involved, it is 
felt that the curve shown is a reasonable compromise. In 
any even t , the trend ' that long-time aging at 1400° or 
1600° F tend to l' duce mark dly the reep resistance was 
clearly hown. 
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At the stress level of 60,000 p i, the effect of aging at 
either 1400 ° or 1600° F seemed qualitatively the same as 
at 30,000 psi excep t for the lower relative creep trength 
of the unaged material and the specimens aged 1 hour at 
1400° F. I t will be further noted that the results at 
60,000 psi with the two types of extensometer agreed only 
within an average factor of 1.5. Previous experience with 
creep testing lead to the conclusion that creep rate are 
generally reproducible only within a factor of about the 
arne magnitude. 
RUPTURE CHARACTE RISTI CS 
Figul'es 16 to 18 and table 3 how t,he re ul t of the rupture 
te ting on material aged at 1400° F. Wh en aging was 
an'ied out at 1400° F, a gradual approach to a flat maxi-
mum in very hort-time rupture strength occurred with 
increased agi.ng time. Subj ect to additional inve tigation, 
for rup ture hmes up to 10 hour , it appeared that no appre-
ciable alteration of the initial structure occurred by virtue 
of reactions at the te t temperature, and that the preceding 
re ul t was thu due to the initial structure of the materiaL 
Wi th increased time for rup ture (greater than 10 hr), the 
main altera tion in the relationship of rup ture time and 
aging time appeared to be the marked improvement of the 
unaged and short-time-aged material in comparison with the 
long-time-aged materiaL (ee fig . 16 .) Thi improvement 
most p~obably was due to reactions OCCUlTing in the material 
during te ting and will be con idered under Discussion of 
R esul ts. Inspection of figure 17 also shows that the aging 
periods at 1400° F for maximum hor t-time rupture 
trength were associated with the highest values of deforma-
t ion prior to fracture. The initial deformation which oc-
cUlTed upon loading al 0 increased lightly with increa ed 
aging t im e. Some alteration of these deformation character-
istic was evident with in creasing test time because the 
curves of figure 17 in general slope downward. Again the 
experimental error involved in determining rupture times 
and deformation ob cured to a certain extent the exact 
shape of the curves iufigure 16 and 17. However , trend 
were clrarly established . From figure 1 , it is evident that, 
upon aging, the mode of failure changed from being pri-
marily in tergranular 1,0 being both in tergranular and tran -
granular . 
Figures 19 to 21 and table 3 show the results of rupture 
testing on material aged at 1600° F . At this tempera ture a 
very broad maximum in the hort-time rupture strength 
occurred with aging t imes longer than 0.5 houl" (sec fig. ] 9). 
A very slight maximum po sibly occurred at the ~-hour age. 
Again the progre ive improvement of unagcd stock wa 
evident with increa ing rup t ure time. Figure 20 . hows that 
maximum deforma tion values (i. e., the elongation at the 
fracture) for material aged at 1600° F followed the same 
pattern as for material aged at 1400 °F , with, however , horter 
aging times required for an eq uivalent effect (compare curve 
for %-hr aging, fig. 20, with curve for I-hr aging, fig. 16). 
Figure 21 how that in no case were the predominately inter-
granular failmes, found in the specimen aged a hort tim e 
at 1400 ° F , observed in pecimen aged at 1600° F even for 
a hor t a time as 0.5 hour, 
DISCUSSIO OF RESULTS 
EFFECT OF AGI G 0 CRYSTALLINE STRUCT RE 
Upon comparing the line-broadening, line peak-in ten ity, 
lattice-parameter , hardness, and metallographic data, it can 
be seen that: 
(1) Relatively low [111]-line intensity value re ulting 
from the aging of olution-treated low-carbon N- 155 at 
1400° F for time periods between approximately 0 and 30 
hours were not accompanied by broadening of either the 
[U l] or [220] line. It can thus be concluded t.hat the di -
tortion causing the drop in peak inten ity was of a short-
period nature. When cognizance i taken of the fact that 
the lattice-parameter data indicated that pronounced rejec-
tion of either interstitial or large-radiu ub titutional atoms 
did not take place until after 10 homs or 0 of aginO' , it can 
be postulated that only nucleation took place during the 
first 10 to 30 hour at 1400° F and that thi nucleation 
proce s produced hort-period strain. The e time periods 
will not, in general, be exact since each proce tend to 
overlap the next proce s to occm. The nuclei mu t be rather 
mall since larger nuclei would have a rather large spacing 
and any strains associated would be long-period one. 
Longer aging resulted in line-broadening trains and, since 
this was associated with appreciable lattice contraction due 
to rejection of either interstitial or large-radiu ubstitutional 
atoms, these trains were most probably associated with the 
actual precipitate particles. The metallographic data ap-
pear to bear these conclusions out since examination at 
magnification up to 10,000X revealed no evidence of 
precipitate parti cles until aging time periods at 1400 ° F 
were longer than 10 to 30 hoUl's . 
(2) R elatively low [U1]-line intensities during aging at 
1600° F for time periods up to 100 houl's 01' 0 were a 0-
ciated with line broadening. This indicated long-period 
strains. Fmther , the parameter mea urement indica ted an 
immediate lattice con traction by r ejection of th e precipi tant 
atoms. Since, however, the metallographic data did no t 
indicate that vi ible precipitate particles appeared much 
before 100 houl' at 1600° F had elapsed, these long-period 
trains were as ociated with large precipitant nuclei wi th 
large spacing. The pacing of the table nuclei was cer-
tainly larger when aging wa carried on at 1600° F than 
when aging was done at 1400° F as evidenced by the relative 
spacing of the precipi tate particles whi ch finally appeared 
at the two temperatures. That the table nu lei \vere 
probably larger at 1600° F than at 1400° F is in agreement 
with M ehl and J etter ' ummaries in regard to precipitation 
from solid solu tion (see reference 6). 
(3) The data for aging at 1200° F were only fragmentary, 
bu t in view of the very long period (approx. 1000 hI') during 
which no appreciable lattice contraction occurred and very 
little visibl e precipitate appeared, one can conclude that only 
short-period nucleation occUl'red dming the aging time 
studied. The changes in [Ul]-line inten ity were then 
as ociated with the short-period train of nucleation. The 
two separate minimums found could po ibly be associated 
with, first , the matrix material in contact with the boundary 
and, second, the interior matrix nucleation. 
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(a) Aged 0.5 hour; fai led in 1.81 hours under a stress of iO.OOO pSi. (b) Aged 100 hours; fa iled in 1.2.1 hours under a stress of 70,000 psi. 
FIGU RE 21.- EfTrct of aging a t 10000 F OLl fracture characteristics at 12000 F of low-carbon N- 155 alloy, X 100, solu tion-treated 10 bours at 22000 1? and water-quenched. 
The hardnes data appeared to conelate quite generally 
with line broadening- the greater the degree of line broaden-
ing, the greater tbe hardness. Hardness, then, a far as the 
alloy studied is concerned, was a socia ted ,·vith long-period 
strain. In other words, the long-period strains, associated 
with the precipitate particle formed after the nucleation 
p riod , increased deformation resistance under the condi-
tions of large localized deformation pre en t dlU'ing a hardnes& 
test. 
FACTORS CONTROLLI NG CR EEP ST RENGTH 
ornpari~on of the cr ep ra te at 30,000 p i for material 
aged at either 1200°, 1400°, or 1600° F (see fig. 14) with 
the results of the structure meaSlU'ements howed that the 
los of initial creep strength at this tress level was most 
clearly as ociated with matrix depletion of the relatively 
large-radius or the intersti tial precipi tant atoms. This was 
also associated with: 
(1) Removal of the hort-period nucleation strains in the 
case of material aO'ed at 1400° F . 
(2) D evelopmen t of vi ible precipi tate and the continu-
ous, relatively wide, grain boundary phase. These precipi-
tant particle and the grain boundary pha e were initially 
lU'rounded by concentration gradien ts which became pro-
gre ively less steep with in crea ed aging time (and/or 
increased aging temperatlU'e) . (ee fig . 5 to 9. ) 
(3) Broadening of the [220] line and hardening in the case 
of material aged at 1400° and 1600° F . The point i not 
known for aging at 1200° F ince it was not po sible to 
obtain either appreciable hardening 0 1' broadening at thi 
temperatlU'e because of the excessive aging time req uired to 
reach high harcLne ses. 
Conver ely, then, for materials aged at 1200°, 1400°, or 
1600° F , reten tion of creep trength was as ocia ted with: 
(1) A - olu tion-treated material or aged ma terial still in 
the bort-period nucleation tate . 
(2) Relatively li ttle or no visible general matrix precipita-
tion and incomplete boundary reaction in the ca e of material 
aged at 1200° and 1400° F . In all ca es per taining to 
material ag d at 1400° F precipitate particles and the 
boundary phase, if presen t at all, had concentration gradients 
surrounding tbem after the aging periods associa ted with 
high creep resistance. 
(3) Low hardness and the unbroadened [220] diffraction 
line in the case of unaged material or material aged at 1400° 
and 1200° F . 
I t would eem then that, as far as creep r esistance at 
1200° F and at the 30,000-psi stre level was concerned, 
the removal of either the precipitant atoms from random 
solid solution or small nuclei made up of them by subseq uent 
precipitate gro wth led to a progressive lowering of the creep 
r esi tance. Further , the probable long-period train asso-
ciated with line broadening and rela tively high hardne s 
res ulting from large nuclei or precipi tate particle did not 
control the creep strength. Rathel', tbe continuedl'emoval 
of the atoms req llired to make up the precipitate, which in 
tUl'n caused the long-period internal strain, re ultecL in still 
lower creep strength. I t wa the strain a ociated wi th the 
individual precipitant atoms, while still III random oli.d 
solution or in small nuclei, which controlled the cree p 
strength at 1200° F and a stre s of 30,000 psi. 
From figUl' e 15 it can be seen that when con idering cr eep 
re istance at 60,000 psi and 1200° F the effect of long-time 
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a<Yll<Y wa qualitatiyely th same as at 30,000 p i, but that 
the maLe rial unaged and shor t-Lime iwed at l400° F had 
relatively 1 s ereep re i tance than the ame material at 
30,000 psi. It thus appeared that, while long-time aging 
and concomitant matrix depletion or Lhe precipitant atom 
1"e ulted in lowering of the creep strength , there was an 
optimum tate of precipi tation or nu cleation and corre pond-
ing in ternal train for an opLimum creep re istance. How-
eve r, an addit ional factor applied here. The relaLively 
high sLres of 60,000 psi re ul Leclin fraeLu re of aJl Lhe crN'p 
pecimen wiLhin a maximum of 32 how· . Figure 1 how 
thaL the mate rial unaged or hOl-L-Lime aged at l400° F 
Faile 1 wiLh general intergranular cracking. Thi formation 
of cra ks l' suIted undoubLeci ly in grcaLcr creep rates LhaJ1 
would be sLablished with the arn e material with greater 
boundary tr ngth. H ence , it wa fel t that the general 
effect of matrL-";: deplet ion of the precipi tan t atom observ cI 
at a lower stres level t ill apply but that the unaged and 
hor t-time-aged material ha it reep re istance lowered , 
relaLiyely speaking at high er Lre e by virtue of a weak 
grain I oundary area. 
The fact that the line-b roadening Lrains, most probably 
a ociated with the indi vidual p recipiLaLe particle , or large 
nuclei, whi h re ulted in h igh harclne s, did not have any 
effect on increa Lng creep l·esi Lance is qui te urpri ing a L 
f l l' t thought. However, since Lhe hor t-period strain ur-
rounding Lhe individual pre ipi tanL aLom when in random 
or nearly random solid solulion do <Y ive high creep resistance, 
it appears Lhat the an wer, a far a lhe alloy co n icier d 
here i con rned, lie in the perioc1iciLy and size of Lhe Lwo 
types of Lra illed regions. The atom 1110 t likely to be Lhe 
so urce of the short-period strains, in the solution-treaLed 
mate rial, are t Ll_ngsten, molybdenum, c lumbium, carbon, 
and niLrog n. The total a tomi c fra cLion of these aLom is 
0.042, or one aLom in 24. (e table 4.) In the absence 
of fu.rther data thi can be in terpreLed Lo m an tha(, one 
atom in 24 is the cen ter of a train ed region, the period of 
ueh strain being of the order of 6 X 10- 7 cenLimeter. mce 
interatomic force of olid in gen ral extend over only a 
fe,v atom (ee reference 7), the ize of tbe trained region 
migh t be as ume 1 to be of th order of 1 X 10- 7 centimeter. 
Thi leaves a mean train-free-path of the order of 5 X 1 0- 7 
centimeter in the olution-tr ated material. In the a<Yed 
material it em plausible to as ign the periodicity of Lhe 
precipitate par ticle as the period iciLy of th line-broadening 
trains. Tll i pa ing wa of the or ler of 10- 4 cenLLm eter 
in the harde L ample prepared, Lhat i , material aged 1000 
hours at 1'1000 0 F. 
It appear, unfortunately, tha tat pre ent it i impo ible 
to estimate clo ely the actual ize, at any given aging time, 
of the trained area a sociate 1 with each of the prec ipi tan t 
particle or the average size of the precipitant-atom-free-
path . Thi.s i because enough i not yet known to eparate 
the line broadening due to ela tic strains from the line broacl -
enin <Y due to concen tration gradient in the matrix. How-
ever , it can be said that the moan precipi tant-atom-free-path 
approached 10-4 centimeter a diHu LOn and precipitation 
approached completion. Thi path wa more than two 
order of magnitude g reaLer than the original mean pre-
ipitant-atom-free-path. 
The net 1'e ult of agi.ng, thon, in solution- treat d low-car-
bon - 155 alloy, wa probably to replace a relatively short-
period mall-strain y tem eontaining a hort mean traio-
free-pa th (5 X 10- 7 em) with anoth l' larger- train y tem of 
longer period and much longer mean train-fre -path (ap-
proaching 10- 4 cm). , ince creep a here con iderc I i 
c s ntiallya mall- ('rain phenomenon, the few lip y Lem in 
operation had a co n iclcrably larger probability of running 
in to a trained area pel' unit heal' train in unaged material 
than in ageel material with any appreciable amount of pre-
ci pitate, despi te Lhe large average train in the latLer y tern. 
Th i means lower cree p re istance in the aged material. 
H ardne s as commonly mea m·eel , however , is a laJ"<Ye-strain 
phenomenon. The whole volume of the matrix i in a hard-
ne test even tually filled with the many lip y tem formed. 
The relatively large trains a ociated with the actual pre-
cipi tate particles act v ry eft' ctively to hinder the lip y-
terns which eventu ally must form and try to pa throu<Yh 
Lhe large- train areas during a hardness test. Thu , aged 
low-carbon T-155 is harder than unaged stock. A small-
train hardnes te t would probahly give a much more 
accurate indication of th relative creep 1'e i tance of aged 
alloys of the low-carbon N - J 55 type. 
Tung ten, molybdenum, and columbium can be con idered 
source of the e hor t-period lattice strain ince they are 
uniformly atoms of larger radii than tho e of the matrix and 
ince aging in solu Lion-treaLed low-carbon N - J 55 re ulted in 
a d crea e in lattice parameter, presumably by rejection 
from olution of these large-radiu atom. The matrix i 
a lIIT ed to be compo cd of iron, cobalt, nickel, and chro-
mium., all atoms with a ppr ximately the same atomic radius 
(2.5 A) . ( ' ee table 4.) arbon and nitrogen pre ent inter-
Litially also act to expand the lattic and their removal 
tlu ·ough pre ipitation would make the lattice contract. 
Thu , the e atom mus be con idered along with tung ten, 
molybdenum, and columbium a sources of hort-period 
train wrule in random solid solu tion. The fact tha t solute 
atom of con iderably malleI' or larger radiu than tho e of 
the solvent introduce train into the system when in olid 
olution is well-establi hed generally, as witne the Hume-
Rothery rules for olid- olution limitation (reference ). 
To quote another 01.11' e, u· Laurence Bragg, " ,:\10 t ngi-
neering alloys of importance arc the ones deriving their 
t1'ength, at lea t in part, from the modulation of the lattice 
due to the pre en e f foreign atom of dirterent ize." 2 
Further in pection of Labl 4 sho,,-s mangane e and ilicon 
to be atom of malleI' radiu than the average radiu for 
~ - 155; and these also could be ources of horL-p rio 1 train . 
r.Ianganese and ilicon ar probably in the laLtice ub titu-
Lionally and would tend to make iL parameter malleI' than 
normal and to make it increa e with aging tune if they were 
precipitating out. Preliminary chemical inve tigations indi-
cated that only a pha cor pha es containing at most cal·bon, 
ni trogen , molybdenum, Llwgstcn, columbium, chromium, and 
, Lecture gh·en at the Unh·crsity of _\lichigan, fall J94 . 
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iron were preClpitating . H ence, it is believed that man-
ganese and silicon play no part in the aging proce s, merely 
remaining in olution in th lattice throughout the aging 
proces. It appears from these same preliminary chemical 
data that the carbon and nitrogen were partly in the form 
of an inert carbonitride of columbium in the olution-treated 
material. The fraction thu present was unknown, but even 
by di regarding entirely the carbon, nitrogen, and columbium 
con tent (which i most probably no t correct) the conclu ions 
a to the period of the train involved are still warranted. 
It appear that a logical way to increa e the creep trength 
of low-carbon - 155 would be to add elements with either 
larger atomic radius than molybdenum, columbium, and 
tungsten or malleI' atomic radiu than carbon and nitrogen. 
Those suggested in table 5 are of the former type. Only 
boron, among elements of mall atomic radius, appear 
promising at the moment. The usefulness of boron seems 
to be sub tantiated by the high creep strength of boron 
modifications of low-carbon L 155 recently inve tigated by 
the nion Carbide and Carbon R e earch Laboratol'ie , Inc. 
Table 6 Ii ts elements which have atomic radii similar to 
molybdenum, tungsten, and columbium and which might 
be expected to act a substitute . The element sugge ted 
in these tables are not the only metallic element with the 
desired atomic size but are thought to be the mo t promising. 
With the exception of aluminum and silver , all the propo eel 
addition or ubstitution are transition element . ome 
evidence (see reference 9) is available whieh indicate that 
sueh transit ion element have abnormally high binding 
energies. Aluminum and il vel' are considered only on the 
ba i of having the de ired apparent atomic ize. 
It i of co w'se de irable that the materials sugge ted in 
table 5 and 6 go readily in to solution at some relatively high 
( olution-treating) temperature, and either stay in solution 
(or the nucleated state) or precipita te very slowly at the lower 
temperatul'e of service. I t is po ible tha t any or all of the 
propO ed elements may how an increa ed tendency to come 
out of super aturated olid solu tion and thu cau e rapi 110 s 
of creep trength or how a wrong or poorer type of solu-
bility-temperature characteristic. Other metallurgical ehar-
acteri tics (i. e., du ctili ty) must nece sarily be satisfied before 
such modifications could b con idered a isfaetory. 
FACTORS CONTROLLING RUPTURE STRENGTH A 0 D UCTILITY 
Inspection of figures 16 and 19 shows in general tha t aD'ing 
at either 1400° or 1600° F r esulted in a progressive increase 
in very short- time rupture trength. For a given increase in 
rup tw'e strength , Ie aging time was required at 1600° F 
tban at 1400° F. FOl' ome' bat longer rup ture time I the 
relative increa e in the rnpture trength of the unaged ma-
terial wa quite striking. In fact, the solu tion-treated stock 
rapidly became equal in strength to the aged material at the 
increa ed rupture time. Previous experience ha indicated 
tbat the ruptW'e strength of the unaD'ed material will actually 
xceed the rupture strength of the aged material when con-
idering longer ruptlll'e t imes than were used in thL inve ti-
gation. FW'ther , the maximum rupture times at each tr ss 
in figures 16 and 19 were approximately the same for aging 
at eitber 1400° or 1600° F . Examination of th e other 
ph) ical measurement 
very hort-time rupt.Ul'e 
was as ociated with: 
hows that this general increase in 
trength wi th increa ing aD'ing time 
(1) In the ca e of material aged at 1400° F , pa age 
through the nucleation tage prior to precipitation a re-
vealed by tbe line inten ity studies. 
(2) Removal of relatively large- or mall-radiu a toms 
througb precipi tate growth after nucleation a revealed by 
lattice-parameter measuremen ts . 
(3) Progre ive forma tion of a ratber wide, continuo u 
band of a separate grain boundary pha e and 'with the forma-
tion of the visible precipitate particle a revealed by micro-
graphic examination. 
(4) Hardening of the material through formation of 
strains whieh re ulted in diffraction-line broadening in the 
case of aging at 1400° F and initial hardening and then 
progre sive oftening in the case of aging at 1600° F. 
(5) Increa ed du ctili ty of the pecimen. One way to 
con idel' thi efrect i to express the maximum tru axial 
strain at fracture ba ed upon the ini tial and final cro - ec-
tional areas at the fracture and the assumption of con tancy 
of volume. Figure 17 and 20 prcsen~ the l' sults of the e 
calculation. The efrect of the decrea e in cros - ectional 
area at the fra tUl'C wi th aging time was to increase the true 
stre s durinD' the duration of the te t. In general, then, the 
rupture tests considered were not con tant- tres te t , but 
rath er tests with tru e tres increasing wi th t im along some 
quantitatively unknown path in a time- tre coordinate 
system. Iti known from the time-elongat ion curve for 
the te t at 60,000 p i that reduction of area IVa gradual and 
thus the true tres increased rather gradually throughou t 
the test, tbe final value of co W' e being greater for malleI' 
final cro - ectional area. In pection of the geometry of 
ruptured pecimens howed that the ero section was 
reduced gradually along the axis toward the fra tur. From 
this, i t can be concluded that the degree of triaxiality of the 
tress y tem at the fracture wa low, a con idered in the 
calculation of Bridgman ( ee reference 10). H ence, the 
tress y tem can at least be con idered uniaxial for the 
rupture tests covered herein. La tly, fi D'w'e 17 and 20 also 
show that the maximum true train at fracture, or ductility, 
for any given clas of specimen , deere a ed wi h increa ing 
l'up t lll'e time. 
At the on et, the fact that ordinary rup ture te ts are not 
constant- tress t t makes outright analysi of the factors 
controlling rupture strength difficult. How vel', three 
factors stand Oll t quite clearly: 
F ir t, figlll'e 1 and 21 how that the relative initial 
wealme of the unaged materials was a sociated with weak 
grain boundary area and consequen t intergranular crack 
formation, especially on grain boundaries normal to the 
stre axi. Further inspection (see fig . 1 and 21) show 
that this tendency for intel'gl'anular cracking was progres-
sively removed with eitber increased aging time at 1400° 
or 1600° F prior to testing, or with deerea ed stre on the 
unaged material and thus increased time at the test temper-
ature of 1200° F . Thi apparently was clue to the forma-
tion of the grain boundary phase either prior to or dming 
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tes ting (see fig . 6 to 9) . Thus unaged rna terial became 
stronger, r elatively speaking, with increased rupture time 
and tbe aged material also became r elatively stronger with 
incrca ed prior aging time- more slowly, however , with 
prior aging time at 1400° F than for 1600° F aging since 
the boundary phase was formed more lowly at 1400° F. 
It is then quite interesting to conclude that the matrix:- and 
boundary-pha e binding wa stronger than at least certain 
oriented rna trLx-matrix: bindings. 
Second, inspection of figures 16 and 19 shows that, once a 
definite almost contimlOus boundary phase was formed, the 
rupture trengths were roughly independent of aging temper-
ature or aging time. This indicated that the initiation and 
propagation of the predominantly transgranular cracks were 
independent of the differences in structure arising from dif-
f81'ences in aging at 1400° or 1600° F. Aside from minor 
maximums or minimum, which are probably just inside or 
outside the xperimental errors involved in determining the 
rupture times, the differences in lattice depletion of the 
large-radius atoms and the differences in magnitude and 
time of OCClU'rence of maximum hardening in specimens aged 
at different temperatures had little effect. This conclusion 
is based, however, in part upon the fact that the degree of 
elongation and cros -sectional area reduction, once the 
grain boundary phase was formed, was approximately the 
same for samples having the same rupture time a the result 
of aging at 1400° or 1600° F. Thu the degree of deforma-
tion was also con tant and did not affect to a first approxima-
tion the fracturing characteristics of the two das es of aged 
material differently. It i well-known, however , that, 
within limits, deformation in itself generally rai es the 
resistance to rupture. (ee reference 11.) Since this train 
strengthening occurs in connection with increase in the 
true stress, evaluation of either of the e two opposite effects 
is difficult along with evaluation of uch thing a the effect 
of progressive lattice depletion in general on resistance to 
crack propagation. Thus no further conclusions in regard 
to possible rna ked general structure factors ari ing 'with 
long-time aging at 1400° or 1600° F are drawn at this time. 
Third , the plastic strain, before rup ture failure occurred, 
increa ed markecUy \'lith long aging time at either 1400° or 
1600° F. This of cour e is a direct result of the fact that 
the creep 1'e istance decreased markedly with long aging 
times at either aging temperature and that the resistance to 
crack propagation on the other hand is at a maximum. 
Figures 17 and 20 also show, however , that the plastic 
train befo1'8 fracture decrea ed with increasing time for 
l'uptlU'e. No obviou r eason for t,m presented itself during 
the investigation covered herein. 
LlMITATIONS OF RESULTS 
This report is limited to the pre entation of a method of 
determining the fundamental mechanisms by which process-
ing, heat treatment, and chemical compo ition control the 
properties of alloys at high temperature. A relatively 
limited amount of data for solution-treated and aged low-
carbon ' - 155 alloy has been ob tained and interpreted in 
terms of the proposed method. The r esulting theories 
require extension and improvement from similar investiga-
tions on many alloys, as well as from more te t conditions on 
low-carbon N- 155 alloy. It is believed, however , that the 
approach to the problem is reasonably sound and that the 
limiting factors to a general theory of the metallUl'gical 
factors controlling high-temperature strength of alloys are 
the large volume of testing required and development of 
uitable experimen tal technique . 
In regard to low-carbon N- 155 alloy, there are obviou ly 
numerous important aspects of the problem which have 
not been adequately covered by this report. Of primary 
importance is the fact that the tructural measm ements 
have not been correlated with long-time creep and ruptme 
strengths at 1200° F or with any time period at other 
temperatmes. Certain refinements in X-ray techniques 
seem desirable. Information i also needed regarding the 
effect of time and deformation during testing to as ess 
the reliability of the assumption that such changes had 
little effect on known initial structm e. And, finally, it 
would be especially desirable to know the exact composition 
of the precipitating pha es . The amolmt of time required for 
development of suitable technique and the volume of 
experimental work have been the limiting factor to date. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental procedure is de cribed which is believed 
suitable for establishing the fundamental mechanisms by 
which processing, heat treatment, and chemical composition 
control the proper ties of alloys at high temperatUl'es. This 
method relates microstructures and X-ray diffraction 
characteristics, after various prior treatments, to creep and 
rupture test properties. 
Application of this method to solution-treated and aged 
low-carbon N-155 alloy and correlation with the short-time 
creep and ruptme characteristic at 1200° F indicated 
the following possible fundamental explanations for the 
effect of aging on the 1200° F proper ties : 
1. Aging of solution-treated low-carbon N-155 resulted 
in progre sive lowering of the initial (short-time) creep 
r esistance through the removal from solid solution of large-
radius or interstitial atoms by precipitation. No optinmm 
precipitate dispel' ion or tate occurred for optimum creep 
resistance; rather the alloy can be considered as obtaining its 
optimum creep strength through "modulation" of the 
lattice with the large or small precipitate atoms when they 
are in the random, or at most nucleated, distribution of the 
solution-treated state . 
2. Short-time aging of olution-tl'eated low-carbon N- 155 
apparently resulted in a marked increase in shor t-time 
rupture strengths over that for un aged material through 
the growth of a grain boundary phase, thi phase acting 
to strengthen the boundary areas to eliminate intergranular 
cracking and consequent low resistance to crack propagation. 
Long-time aging resulted in little further change in short-
time ruptme strength, and longer-time testing at 1200° F 
was ufficient to develop a grain boundary phase in the 
Ullaged material and thu to raise its rup ture strength to 
compare favorably with the strength of prior-aged material. 
3. B ecause the effect of aging in general was to lower 
the creep resistance and to raise the rupture strength, for 
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Lhe Lime period con id ered, aging 1'e ulted in a mal, ri al 
which exhibit ed greater ductility before fracture. 
lL is indicated that alloys might be developed with 
strength comparable with that of N- 155 by the u e of other 
alloying element , 01' Lhat an alloy of the same general ty pe 
wi th improved creep trength might be developed by re-
placing or upplt'men ti ng the clements of large or mall 
atomic radiu pre ent in low-carbon L155. Elements of 
the same atomic radiu a molyb lenum, columbium, 01' tung-
ten, which could po sibly act a ub titutes or upplements, 
includ e aluminum, ilYer, and tantalum and clements of 
larger atomi c radius uitable for addi tional alloying incl ud e 
zirconium, cerium, and tita nium. Boron appears Lo be th e 
only promising alloyino- element of mall atomic racliu not 
at present used in L 155. 
It is emphasized that the foregoing explanations for Lh e 
effect of aging on th e properLie of low-carbon N-155 alloy 
at 1200° F apply at pre ent only to tha t alloy and ar c nol 
to be taken a general. lL i entirely pos ible that thi alloy 
will proye to be an unusual one exllibiting behavior which i 
the exception to some g neral rule to be eslablish ed a a 
result of fmther investigation on oth er alloys. 
UNIVERSITY OF 11ICHIGAl , 
A A RBOR, M ICH . , January 18, 1949. 
APPENDIX 
P ROCESSI G OF LO W- CARBO " - 155 7/s -IN CH BR OKEN-
CO R "ER SQUARE BAR STOCK FR OM HEAT A-I 726 
The niver al-Cyclop teol orp. reported th e process-
ing of the low-carbon N- 155 bar Lock to be a follow : 
An ingot wa h ammer-cogg d and then rolled Lo bur 
tock tmd er th e following condition: 
(1) H ammer-cogged to a 13-inch- quare billet. 
Furnace temperature, 22 10° to 2220° F. 
Three h eats-Starting temperature on die, 2050° Lo 
2070° F. 
Fini h temperature on clie, 1 30° to 
1 70° F. 
(2) H ammer-cogged to a 10%-inch-square billet. 
Furnace temperature, 2200° to 2220° F. 
Three h eats- tarting temperature on clie, 2050° Lo 
2070° F. 
Fini h temperature on die, 1790° Lo 
1 00° F . 
(3) H ammer-cogged Lo a 7-inch-square billeL. 
Furnace temperature, 2200° to 22~00 F. 
Three h eat -SLarting temperature on die, ~050° to 
2070° F. 
Finish temperature on die, 1790° to 
1 90° F. 
Billets ground to remove urface defects. 
(4) H ammer-cogged to a 4-inch- quare billeL. 
Furnace temperaLure, 2190° Lo 2210° F. 
Three heats- tarting temperature on clie, 2040° to 
2060° F. 
Finish temperature on die, 16 0° Lo 
1 0° F . 
Billet gro und to remov e surface d efect 
(5) H ammer-cogged to a 2-inch- quare billel. 
Furnace temperaLure, 21 0° to 2210° F. 
'1'h1'e heaLs tarting temperature on die, 2050° Lo 
2065° F. 
Fini h temperature on die, 1730° to 
1 70° F. 
BilleL o- round to remove swface dere 
(6) Rolled from a 2-inch-square bill t to a %-inch broken-
co rnel' square bar- one heat. 
Furnace temperature, 2100° to 2110° F. 
Bar temperature at start of rolling, 2050° to 2060° F. 
Bar temperaLure at fmi h of rolling, 1910° F. 
(7) Bar arc numbered 1 through 56; bar 1 repr sent the 
extreme bottom of ingot and bar 56 Lhe extreme top 
position. 
All billet were kept in number equence throughout all 
proces ing, 0 that ingot position of any bar can be 
determined by its number. 
(8) All bar were cooled on the bed and no anneal or tre s 
relief IVa applied after rolling. 
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T ABLE 1 
E FFECT OF AGING ON I N T ENSITY OF [Ill] LI IE OF LOW-
CARB N N-155 ALLOY SOLUTIO N-TREATE D 10 HOURS 
AT 2200° F AND WATE R-QUENCH ED 
Aging trm- Aging time In t.ensity, A vcrago Mean dev ia-perature I I I . Lion from 
(0 F) (br) (') inLensity average 
1200 0.5 1.102 
1. 049 
1. 075 
1. 169 I. 099 ±0.037 
1.0 .865 
.935 
.943 
22 
57 5 ±.044 
3.0 1. 112 
L 075 
. 975 
.965 
.955 1. 016 ±.06 
10. 0 1. 019 
.967 
I. 041 
1. 000 I. 007 ±.O25 
30.0 I. 037 
L On 
I. 021 
1. 024 1. 039 ± . 02 
1000.0 .854 
.900 
72 
. 927 .888 ±.023 
1400 0.5 0.89 
2 
5 O. 5 ±0.02 
1.0 3 
7 
.80 .83 ± . 02 
3. 0 .94 
.94 
.9 .95 ±.02 
10.0 .99 
.99 .99 0 
30. 0 .97 
1. 05 
1. 12 1. 05 ±.05 
100.0 1.02 
1.18 
1. 17 1. 12 ± . 07 
1000. 0 1.14 
1. 16 1.15 ± . Ol 
1600 0. 5 0.91 
1.01 0. 96 ±0.05 
1.0 4 
6 ±.02 
3.0 
. 72 
.87 2 ±.07 
10.0 .92 
.89 
. 93 . 91 ±.02 
100.0 1. 01 
1. 05 
1. 06 1.04 ±.02 
1000.0 1. 21 
L 02 
1.14 1. 12 ±. 07 
, ] peak intensity of sample aged as indicated. 
I . peak inLensity of unag d sample. 
T ABLE 2 
EFFECT OF AGI G ON CR EEP STRENGTH OF LOW- ARBON 
- 155 ALLOY SOL TI N-TREAT E D 10 H RS AT 2200° F 
A D W AT E R-Q E CH ED 
Aging 'l'est econdary 
temper- Agi ng t ime temp r- Stress creep rat.e 
ature (hr) ature (psi) (in./in./hr) 
(OF) (O F) (') 
1200 100.0 1200 30,000 0.000007 
1000. 0 
---------
30,000 .000012 
1400 1.0 1200 30,000 0.000011 
60,000 .009 
.004 
3.0 ------._- 60,000 .002 
10.0 
---.-----
30,000 .000007 
60,000 .0026 
.0025 
30.0 
------ ---
60,000 .005 
100. 0 
---------
30,000 .000063 
.000070 
60,000 .013 
. 004 
1000.0 
--.------ 30,000 .000095 
60,000 . 019 
.018 
ICOO 1.0 1200 30,000 0.000017 
60,000 . 0038 
.004 
10.0 
------.-- 30,000 .000047 
60,000 .006 
.008 
100. ° --------- 30,000 .000112 60,000 .013 
. 013 
1000. ° ------._- 30,000 .00025 60,000 .021 
. 017 
Unaged ___ 
-----------
1200 30,000 0. 000005 
. 00000 
60, 000 .015 
.007 
, The minimum observed rate at 60,000 psi Or the rate between 40 nd 50 hr after start of 
testing at 30,000 psi. 
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TABLE 3 
R UPTURE CHARA TERI TI SAT 1200° F OF LOW-CARBON 
N-155 ALLOY SOLUTIO -TREATED 10 HO UR AT 2200° F, 
WATER-Q E rCHED, AND AGED AS INDI CAT E D 
Aging Aging Rupture Red uction 1\1ax imurn Stress Elongation truo strain temperature time (psi) Lime (percen t) or area (ill./in .) (OF ) (hr) (br) (percent) (I) 
1400 0.5 70,000 0.27 23. 22.6 0. 126 
60,000 I. 21 14.5 16. .091 
1. 0 75,000 .22 26. I 28. 2 .165 
70,000 .3 20.6 22.6 . 126 
65,000 1.1 2 15.9 19.7 .109 
60, 000 2.71 13.2 19.0 . 105 
2.7 
-- ii:6-- 20.5 . 114 50,000 22.00 1 .0 .100 
3. 0 75, 000 .37 24 . 2 26.8 
.--------
60,000 5.65 12.7 16.2 
---------
10.0 7 ,000 . 21 27. 7 27.5 . 162 
70,000 I. 45 22.0 21. . 122 
60,000 7. 0 19. 1 16. 2 . 0 7 
10.05 13.0 13. 1 . 069 
6.25 
--_.---- 15. 4 .0 4 
50,000 29.5 10.2 11. 0 . 0 
30. 0 70,000 1. 83 24 . 6 28.2 
---------
60,000 15.73 23.4 28. 
-._------
100.0 80,000 . 05 30.6 43. 7 .285 
75, 000 1 27. 1 29.5 . 174 
70,000 2.73 22. 9 31. 5 . 19·1 
60,000 32.5 21. 0 26. . 157 
8. 0 
--------
32.2 . 195 
50,000 63.0 23.5 24 .5 . 140 
1000.0 75,000 I. 21 26.5 37.9 . 240 
60,000 10.5 21. 7 34.8 .213 
6.75 
--------
36.6 . 227 
50,000 2.75 27 30.7 . 182 
59.5 27 34 . 2 .208 
1600 0.5 70,000 2. 25 19. ~ 23.4 0.131 
I. I 21. 6 20.5 . \1 3 
60,000 10.00 
--23:6-- 16.8 . 092 1.0 75,000 .34 34.2 . 207 
65,000 3.73 20.0 22.6 . 128 
60,000 9. 12 12.3 15.4 .0 
7.83 
--------
17.6 .096 
50,000 41. 0 4.5 10.7 .05 
10.0 65, 000 4.38 26.1 29.5 . 174 
60,000 10. 22.5 26.2 . 150 
6.25 
--------
21. 1 . 120 
50,000 49.75 15. 7 21. 3 . 120 
100.0 75,000 .45 35.4 39.8 . 254 
70,000 1. 25 29.4 34.2 . 207 
65,000 4. ,)7 27.5 33.2 . 199 
60,000 12.50 30. 35.6 . 219 
. 0 
- -------
3.6 .242 
50, 000 80 26.2 32.3 . 192 
1000.0 73, 000 . 78 26. 3 .6 .243 
60, 000 13.5 33. 8 42.9 .279 
6.33 
--45:6- - 44.6 : ~~ 50, 000 57.5 30.0 
Unagc'L __ 
.-- ---
70,000 0. 083 19.9 23. 4 0. 131 
65,000 . 192 16 21. . 122 
60,000 .85 J4 16.8 . 092 
55, 000 34.25 10.8 II. 7 . 062 
50,000 74 .0 6. 1 10.9 .058 
23.0 9.2 
-------- ---.-_.--
I emaz= log. ~o, at frac ture section. 
TABLE 4 
ROOM-TEMPERAT RE PHYSICAL CON TA NT' FOR LOW-
CARBON N-155 ALLOY AKD CON 
Metal Crystallograph ic system 
Uni t cell 
size 
(kX) 
b TroIL ______________ Body-centered eubic____ 2. 606 
b C hromiuIlL ____________ . do _________________ 2. 77 
b N ickeL ____________ Face-ccntcred cubic _____ 3.5167 
d Cobalt ______________ {~~':;,~~~~~~dhe~b~~~~~ : 2.5~25!o066 
b :I-Ianganese ________ Cubic (complex)________ g.\ 
b ilieoIL ____________ Diamond eubic _________ 5.4173 
b Carbon. ____________ llexagonaL _____________ 2.4564,6.6906 
b Nitrogen. __________________________________ _ 
b Tungstcn ___________ Body-centered eubic ___ _ 
b Columbiu m _____________ do ____________ ___ _ _ 
b :lIolybdeLl um. ___________ do ________________ _ 
Low-carbon N - 155 .. _ Pace-centered cubic ____ _ 
• Converted from data reported by manufacturer. 
b Reference 12, 
, By difference. 
d Heference 13. 
• Solution-treated. 
TABLE 5 
3. 1585 
3.2941 
3. 140 
• 3.580 
Closest 
approach 
of a toms 
(kX) 
2. 476 
2. 493 
2. 4 6 
2. 494 
2.502 
2.240 
2.346 
I. 420 
2.734 
2. 
2.720 
2.54 
Atomic 
fraction in 
low-carbon 
- 155 
(a) 
' 0. 322 
.233 
. 185 
. 192 
.0171 
.00 -
.00618 
.00532 
.00813 
.00521 
.0174 
1. 000 
ELEME~T OF TOlVII C RADIU OVER 2. A FOR P O IBLE 
E I LOW-CARBON N-155 ALLOY 
Element Crystallographic system 
Cerium _____________ F ace-centered cnbic ________ _ 
Zirconiwn __________ Close-packed hexagonaL __ _ _ 
Titanium ________________ do ________ ______________ _ 
TABLE 6 
Uni t cell size 
(A) 
5. 143 
3.223,5.123 
2. 953, 4. 729 
Closest approach 
of atoms 
(A) 
3.64 
3.16 
2. 91 
ELEMENT WITH N ATOMIC RADI US OF APPRO XI-
:vIATEL Y 2.8 A FOR UB TIT TIO FOR T NG TE , 
~IOLYBDEN ~1, OR COL MBIUM I LO\V-CARBON T- 155 
ALLOY 
E lement Crystallographic system 
Aluminum _________ Face-centered cubic ____ ____ _ Sil ver ____________________ do ______________________ _ 
'l'antalul11 __________ Bod y-centered cubic _______ _ 
Unit cell size 
(A) 
4.040 
4.2774 
3. 2959 
Clos st approach 
of atoms 
(A ) 
2. 856 
2. 0 
2.850 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL _____________ Y N ormaL _____________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L ]0.1 
0,= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ______ 
Z yawing _______ 
N 
On=qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y-----+Z RolL _______ q, u P 
Z-----+X PitclL _______ 6 II q 
X~Y Yaw _______ 
'" 
1O r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
V. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;D' pn 
Torque, absolute coefficieJlt OQ= ~TL' pn LF 
p 
0, 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= fD5 pn 
5 j---Y& 
Speed-power coefficient=-y ~n2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=0.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi= 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
